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Schedule

Solving the problems which were assigned prior to 
the workshop. 

1 hourPart C

Part D 3,4  hours

•Practical session - using ready-made generic 
formulas and the JBEngine , for Business Intelligence 
Gathering.

Explanations & introductory
Part A 10 minutes

2 hoursPart B

Searching the Internet and the Extranet for business 
intelligence gathering – theoretical & practical session



Information sources in general and the Internet in particular 

How is information organized on the Internet?

Internet versus Extranet

Extranet characteristics & Extranet samples. 

Part B  - Searching the Internet and the Extranet for business 
intelligence gathering – theoretical & practical session

Locating information using Google search fields 

Google’s basic search rules 

Espionage versus legitimate intelligence Gathering

Search engines and tools available on the net  

Methodology for locating information from the internet

Locating Extranets



Part D  Practical session - using ready-made generic formulas 
and the JBEngine, for Business Intelligence Gathering.

Checking the uniqueness / novelty of an idea/product

Finding the commercial potential of an idea /products  

The JBEngine concept

Using ready-made generic formulas and the JBEngine,for Business
Intelligence Gatheringsuch as:

Company information

Finding the players/competitors in a given market. 

Finding the market size of a given product/technology

Finding the distribution channels of a given product/technology

Finding an expert in a given technology, to consult with



IntroductionIntroduction

The Internet is 
a multi-variable 
system altering 
it’s shape, 
properties, 
tools, content 
and applications 
every second.



There is no, and probably will not be any 
practical possibility that any user will be able 
to follow and comprehend all of the 
information sources, net implementations and 
tools in a reasonable time interval

IntroductionIntroduction



Today, the most precious resource for 
the manager is time. A fast, precise

accurate, systematic methodology for 
locating information is needed.

IntroductionIntroduction



Therefore……



Introducing the problematic issues of information 
gathering from the internet and the ways one should 
deal with them. 

Defining what kind of information we can find
on the internet and what we can not find.

Workshop Objectives



Workshop Objectives

Providing you with a systematic methodology for 
quick, precise and effective gathering of  
information, without relying on the frequent changes 
that occur on the Internet every day and those which 
will occur in the future.



Workshop Objectives

Conducting a practical exercise of information 
gathering from the internet aimed at solving your 
problems on real time.

Every participant will get the chance of asking 
questions and implementing the answers he will get. 



s main purpose: ’The workshop

To provide you with the information and skills 
necessary to "build a fishing rod" that later on will 
enable you to catch your own "fish".



Part B - Searching the Internet and the 
Extranet for business intelligence 
gathering – theoretical & practical session

2 hours



The Internet is 35 years old, developed 
as an American military necessity in 
case of a total nuclear war.



Paris

Sydney

The Internet is a network of networks consists of millions private 
and public networks (as of today) connecting among 550 million 
computers of different types, operating systems and different 
information content, from almost every corner of the globe.

What is the Internet?



Networking and 
communication 

equipment

What is the Internet?

Computer programs 
& utilities 

(Allowing the users 
to communicate 
among themselves )

Information 
within Files 
of different 
types

50 Billion files

Users

1 Billion

computers
550 million



If you want to hide something   
put it on the Internet



Information sources types



Information source types

Primary sources – are mainly people, responsible 
for creating information in a given field, either 
by their activities or words, which can be 
described by a written publications, radio, TV. 
etc.

Examples for a primary source: a person developing 
an idea or a product,  an expert with knowledge on a 
given field. 



Information source types

Secondary sources – those are the information 
sources describing the activities/knowledge 
created by the primary sources.            

Examples: newspapers, market research reports, 
patents, annual reports, books, radio & TV 
programs. 



The Internet is like a big bulletin board being used by 
companies, all kinds of organizations and private 
people to present what ever they would like to present 
on themselves.

As a matter of fact one can refer to the Internet 
as an endless source of secondary information 
sources.

Information sources on the Internet



Information sources on the Internet

The internet gives us accessibility to information 
sources in a way that appeared only in our dreams 
not long ago.



Around  50 billion “pages” in different formats, located 
in over 100 million web sites available on the net.

The information sources on the Internet and 
how are they organized



Example of a page in html format



The source code of the page we saw in html language



The information sources on the Internet and 
how are they organized

Examples : 

In addition the net contains information files originally 
coming from other sources (we will only mention those 
sources because of time shortage) , from which one 
can locate usable information 

Around 4 billion letters in news-groups data bases

Around 15 billion messages coming from 250,000 
email newsletters (mailing lists)

Around 300 million weblogs



The information sources on the Internet and 
how are they organized

Around 300 million FAQ documents

Around 900 million game files, software and utilities 
coming from FTP sites

The numbers quoted in the workshop are true as 
of today

Important comment:



The computer owners who are connected to the Internet come from:

The information sources on the Internet and 
how are they organized

Various organizations

Private and public companies

Universities & research institutes

Government institutions 

Personal web pages



How is the information organized on the internet?
For simplicity one can divided the information on the 
computers connected to the net into 2 types :

A collection of 50 billion html files and documents 
accumulated on the web and linked together in 
hypertext connections, of which 40 billion are 
indexed by all the available search engines).

Around 5,000 billion Information records 
and files located inside around a million 
structured databases, these databases are 
called Extranet /Deep Web/Invisible web. 



server
server

server

How is the information organized on the Internet?

Extranet 

Data Base

Accumulated 
documents in 
hypertext 
linking

Extranet 

Data Base

Extranet 

Data Base



The access of the universal search 
engines to most of the extranets is 
blocked by the extranets.        

Therefore using the universal search 
engines like Google, AltaVista, MSN 
etc. to search for information in those 
extranets is impossible.



The universal search engine allows us 
to find only the extranets homepages    



Examples for extranet databases 



The Australian Manufacturers Extranet

http://web.ai.com.au/search.php

laser



Search results for laser technologies/products. 
The following records are not indexed by the big 
search engines.



The European Patents Extranet (over 4 million patents) 

http://ep.espacenet.com/search97cgi/s97_cgi.exe?Action=FormGen&Template=ep/en/advanced.hts

voip



Search results for voip patents. None of these
patents are indexed (yet) by the big search 
engines.

voip



An example for an Extranet database specializing in information on 
exhibitions and conventions worldwide.

http://www.tsnn.com



The canadian company capabilities Extranet.

A database of 50,000 Canadian businesses

http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/sc_coinf/ccc/engdoc/homepage.html



The homepage of the Europages extranet
http://www.europages.com



The extranet data bases contain most of the 
knowledge and information created world-
wide in the past 35 years and the one 
produced everyday (totally around 5,000 
billion information records)

Most of the people search the internet, 
that holds only 40 billion (indexed) 
information records – it means they search 
at only 0.8% of the information available.

Structured databases (Extranets) characteristics



The knowledge stored in those data bases 
covers almost every subject one can think 
of, such as information on companies, 
products, people, economics, technology, 
science, military and defense, computers etc.

In fact it’s much easier to state what 
you can not find rather what you can 
find inside the extranet databases.

Structured databases (Extranets) characteristics



Structured databases (Extranets) characteristics

They specialize usually in a specific type of 
information

For information about the influence of drinking
coffee on heart beat rate it is recommended to 
use the Pubmed – a specialized medical extranet,
instead of using one of the famous search 
engines like google altavista etc.



A search on the influence of caffeine on the heart beat in the 
extranet that specializes in cardiology

heart and caffeine



Two relevant articles were found in the database out 
of dozens of articles in the cardiology database.



Structured databases (Extranets) characteristics

of the extraneteconomic interests Due to the
owners, the information located on the extranet is 
reliable, organized, checked and up to date (most of 
the times) – as oppose to the information located on 
the internet which is not subjugated to any kind of 
inspection, creating a situation where virtually 
everybody can publish what they want.

In order to locate specialized, reliable and checked 
you movefrom one place at a singleinformation 

must look for it on specialized extranet



Structured databases (Extranets) characteristics

with own search engine’has itsEvery Extranet 
its’ own specific search rules.

The access to those Extranets and usage 
demand authorization (including access key) 
accepted free of charge in exchange for pre-

.or for feessubscription 

Every extranet is structured and contains 
several search fields.



Structured databases (Extranets) characteristics

The files containing the information on the 
extranet databases are not in html format.

Part of those Extranets are closed for public 
usage since their origin is a closed organization 
(private, military etc.).



Below are several examples of specialized 
extranet databases  

Journals & Magazines

Yellow-pages and White pages 

Electronic Newspapers     

Databases of academic libraries world-wide 

Patents & Trademarks



Below are several examples of specialized 
extranet databases  

Databases containing e-mail addresses of net users 

Companies and organizations directories

Standards and regulations databases 

Product catalogs 



Locating extranets is not an easy task

it requires specialty

Unfortunately most of the Internet searchers 
do not know what is the difference between 
the internet and the extranet. Therefore do 
not know how and where to find them.



In other words, people tend to search for the 
lost coin (information) under the streetlight 
(using popular search engines) and not where 
the coin is really hidden (extranet)



Let’s say that we would like to search for oil  in this room…

Even if you use the most advanced drilling equipment 
in the world and the world’s best oil finders are at our 
disposal, the probability of finding oil is nearly zero.

On the other hand, if we travel to Kuwait and use 
there simple digging tools, like a shovel- we will have 
with a high probability and without much effort 
from our part, a flowing oil-well.



The conclusion:

Even if we use the best search engine that exists
along with the best expert in finding 
information and the best (most accurate) 
query…

If we are not in the right place (in Kuwait), we 
wont be able to find the information we are 
looking for.



Locating extranets is not an easy task,it requires specialty

1. Using state of the art search engines like  Google

2. Using databases of  extranet databases that exist on the net

http://www.invisibleweb.com

http://www.internets.com
http://www.webdata.com

3. Using guides for specialized search engines

http://www.searchengineguide.com/

It can be done by the following methods



Espionage versus legitimate
intelligence Gathering



Information source map of a given business 
organization

Internal information resources

Black 
sources

Gray 
sources

Open 
sources

Internet Extranet

External information sources



Clients list and details of a given company

Examples of business information accessed only in 
non-legitimate means

The sales (quantities, money) of a specific product to a 
specific client by a given company

Private companies balances sheets including data 
which presents their business performance (except 
for French companies)



Examples of business information accessed only in 
non-legitimate means

The Profitability of a specific product of a given 
company

Product trees with composition and contents of row 
materials



Past product prices offered by a company in 
tenders and future prices that will be offered by 
the company

Future Intentions and moves  that will be taken by 
decision makers in a specific company

Commercial secrets (product formulas, production 
process etc.) that are not patentable

Examples of business information accessed only in 
non-legitimate means



Examples of business information accessed only in 
non-legitimate means

Internal problems in a specific company (such as failure 
in product production etc.)

Stock situation of a given product in a given company



In order to get optimal data, 
one ,information and intelligence

must know how to oppose the 
appropriate question at a given 
decision point. 



The question is more 
important then the 

answer



Search engines and tools available on the net : 

There is a vast variety of search engines and 
search tools which were created while the 
formation of the internet.

The number of search engines available on 
the net stands as of today on several 
thousands, this number increases every day 
in an amazing pace.



As of today there is no universal search engine 
available on the internet capable of locating all 
types of information (for solving different 
types of problems)  from one place at a single 
move.

Therefore , almost always we will have to use 
several search engines and tools

Search engines and tools available on the net : 



1. Search directories

Search directories are hierarchical databases 
with references to websites. 

One can divide the search engines to the following groups : 



Directories are very useful when you have no 
more than a general notion of what you are 
looking for.

The websites that are included are hand picked 
by living human beings and classified according 
to the rules of that particular search service

1. Search directories

Search engines and tools available on the net : 



Search directories samples:

Search engines and tools available on the net : 

MSN                       http://search.msn.com

Open Directory http://dmoz.org

LookSmart http://search.looksmart.com



Search engines are "engines" or "robots" that 
crawl the Web looking for new webpages.      

These robots read the webpages and put the 
text (or parts of the text) into a large 
database or index that you may access.

2.  Search engine indexes  

None of them cover the whole Net, but some 
of them are quite large .

The Google  index contains more than 4 billion
web pages



During the indexing process an index of all the 
words included in the documents is created. 

The words in the index (called Key Words ) are 
sorted by the English Alfa-bet .

2. Search engine indexes  

The software that conducts the indexing 
ignores Stop Words.



Stop Words are words which commonly appear 
in the English language, and don’t have any 
meaning while appearing by them-selves .

Like: to, be, or, of, the, as, an, if, up, in, not, 
and, near etc.

2. Search engine indexes  



The implication from this fact

Every time you ask a search engine to search 
for a stop word the search engine ignores your 
query and the search result is zero

2. Search engine indexes  



Search engine indexes samples:

Search engines and tools available on the net : 

MSN                     http://search.msn.com

Altavista http://altavista.com

AllTheWeb.com http://www.alltheweb.com

AOL Netscape      http://www.netscape.com/



3. Metasearch engines

Search engines and tools available on the net : 

Unlike search engines, metacrawlers don't crawl 
the web themselves to build index.
Instead, they allow searches to be sent to several 
search engines all at once.



The metasearch engines "translate" your query 
into a language that each search engine will 
understand. 

3. Metasearch engines  

Search engines and tools available on the net : 

The results are then blended together onto one 
page.



Dogpile http://www.dogpile.com

Vivisimo http://vivisimo.com/

Kartoo http://www.kartoo.com

Mamma            http://www.mamma.com

SurfWax http://www.surfwax.com

3. Metasearch engines samples  

Search engines and tools available on the net : 



4. Subject-Specific Search Engines (Extranet 
Search Engines, Specializing Search Engines)

Search engines and tools available on the net : 

News search engines

Legal search engines

Medical search engines

People search engines



5. Shopping Bots (Shopping Agents or Robots)

Search engines and tools available on the net : 

The shopping search engines are designed to 
check prices at various online stores or locate     
e-commerce outlets by category.

Shopping Bots samples:

BizRate http://www.bizrate.com

DealTime http://www.dealtime.com

Kelkoo http://www.kelkoo.co.uk



Questions ?



A search result of over 50 documents 
is a bad result and is unacceptable.

It is possible to decrease substantially 
the search result by using extra criteria 
like limiting the search to the searching 
fields within a  document  



Google’s basic search rules  

Google searches for exactly the words that you enter 
in the search box.

Google searches are not case sensitive.  All letters, 
regardless of how you type them, will be understood as 
lower case.

There is no need to include "and" between terms.
By default, Google only returns pages that include all of 
your search terms

Google does not use "stemming” or support "wildcard" 
searches.



Google’s basic search rules  

Google supports the logical "OR" operator. To retrieve 
pages that include either word A or word B use an 
uppercase OR between terms .

For example, to search for a vacation in either London 
or Paris, just type:

vacation london OR paris



Google’s basic search rules  

Google ignores common words and characters (known 
as stop words) unless you indicate that they are 
essential. You can do this by using the "+" sign in front
of the term.

For example, to search for the best treatment for 
depression, type:

 + the best treatment for depression

Be sure to include a space before the “+” sign which 
can also be used in phrase searches. 



Google’s basic search rules  

Phrase searches  

Search engines are useful, but they are 
extremely stupid…

If you ask them for a pan pizza they may not 
only give you pages on pizza and pan pizza, but 
also information about:

the god Pan, Pan flutes, frying pans, Peter Pan, 
Pan Arabian co-operation



Google’s basic search rules  

Phrase searches  
You need a way of telling the search engine that 
pan pizza is an expression or a phrase.

For this, you use double quotation 
marks: "...",  like this:

“pan pizza”

“financial ratios”

“free market research”



Google’s basic search rules  

Proximity: the NEAR-operator

What if you are looking for a sequence of 
words that are normally connected, but that 
may be split by other words ? Like:

Thomas Alva Edison 

you could possibly search for the phrase:

“Thomas Alva Edison”



Google’s basic search rules  

But this search would not bring you pages 
where the name is given as:

Thomas A. Edison Thomas Edison.or

You could solve this problem by entering:

“Thomas Alva Edison" or “Thomas A. Edison"

or “Thomas Edison"



Google’s basic search rules  

or you could use the Google’s proximity 
search operator * and type:

”management * objectives"

“Thomas * Edison"



During the indexing process the search engine divides 
the document to fragments, each fragment is called a 
field. The names of the fields and their data content 
are parallel to the fields in the html tag language.

field

field
field

field

field

Locating information on the internet using 
Google’s search fields 



The division to fields allows us to limit the search 
of a requested word to a specific field 

The main fields you can use in Google are :

url

site

title

related

filetype



The URL field
(url = Uniform Resource Locator)

Every document on the internet has an address, 
this address is called url.

http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~alexa/israel.html



The URL field
(url = Uniform Resource Locator)

The url of a document is a reference point to all 
of the words it contains, so when you search for 
a key word in a search engine the search result 
contains also this reference point.



Lets assume that we want to locate 
documents originally coming from a given 
company.

If the company’s marketing people were 
smart enough to realize that there is a 
need to tie the name of the company to 
it’s url, we will look for the company’s 
name in the url field…



inurl:alcatel

The inurl field

Finding all websites of a given company using the inurl field



The inurl field

Finding all websites of a given company using the inurl field



nanotechnology inurl:ppt

The inurl field

Finding PowerPoint slides on nanotechnology using the 
inurl field:



The inurl field



The inurl field

Finding market players in drug delivery using the inurl
field:

drug delivery inurl: products



The inurl field

Finding market players in drug delivery using the inurl field:



Another example: we want to locate 
information sources on a given subject, 

.biosensorslets say: 

The basic assumption is that a specialized 
site will contain on it’s URL the word: 
biosensors



The inurl field

Finding biosensors (specialized) sites using the inurl field:



allinurl:market research

The allinurl field

The allinurl is used when you want to search 
for more than one keyword in the document 
url:



The allinurl field

Using the allinurl field to find market players of 
voip products:

allinurl: voip products



The allinurl field

Using the allinurl field to find market players of voip
products:



The allinurl field

Using the allinurl field to find voip products:



The allinurl field

Using the allinurl field to find market players of 
medical stents:

allinurl: stent products



The allinurl field

Using the allinurl field to find voip products:



The allinurl field

Using the allinurl field to find voip products:



A query using  this field allows us to 
narrow extensively the search only to 
those documents holding the key words 
in their title. 

Lets look at some more fields

The intitle field



intitle:nanotechnology

The intitle field



allintitle:business plan

The allintitle field

The allintitle is used when you want to search 
for more than one keyword in the document 
title:



intext:food-packaging

The intext field

Does the opposite of intitle:, searching only 
the body text, ignoring titles, links, and so 
forth.



define: nanotechnology

The define field

Will bring you the definition of a given search 
term:



The define field

Finding the definition of nanotechnology:



The filetype field

You use filetype to search for the content of 
specific file type such as: Microsoft word doc
file or Excel xls file etc. 

Example: finding financial stetments in business 
plans

"business plan" revenue filetype:xls



The filetype field

Finding financial stetments in business plans
using the file type field:



The filetype field

Finding financial stetments in business plans using the file type field:



The filetype field

The file types that are returned in a Google 
filetype search:

doc - Microsoft Word 
ppt - Microsoft PowerPoint  
pdf - Adobe Portable Document Format 
xls - Microsoft Excel  
rtf - Rich Text Format 
ans, txt - Text  
mw  - MacWrite 

 wk1, wk2, wk3, wk4, wk5   - Lotus 1-2-3 
ps - Adobe PostScript



http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~alexa/israel.html

The sector = Generic domains

ac

org

edu

com

biz

co

Analyzing the URL…

gov gouv 

mil

Generic domains samples:



http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~alexa/israel.html

fr uk de nl

Analyzing the URL…

Every country has it’s own country code on the Web   

country codes

ch



The site field

Allows you to locate documents from 
specific country or sector



The site field

If you include site: in your query, Google will restrict 
the results to those websites in the given domain.

For instance, help site:www.google.com will find pages 
about help within www.google.com.

help site:com will find pages about help within .com 
urls.

Note there can be no space between the "site:" and the 
domain.



The site field

Finding the profiles of strategic partners in a given 
domain

pharmaceutical “fact sheet” site:www.hoovers.com



The site field

Finding the profiles of strategic partners in a given domain



innovation site:gov.it

The site field



The site field

Finding the Italian academic experts in 
nanotechnology using the site:field

nanotechnology university site:it



The site field

Finding the Italian academic experts in 
nanotechnology using the site:field



The site field

Finding the Japanese academic experts in composite 
materials using the site:field

“composite materials” university site:jp



The site field

Finding the Japanese academic experts in composite 
materials using the site:field



To get a list of searchable sectors use Google 
and type:

“top level domains"



To find the searchable country
codes list use Google and type:

“country code domains”

“internet country codes”

“internet country codes”

OR



related:www.nokia.com

The related field

The query related: will list web pages that are 
"similar" to a specified web page 



2004…2010

The numrange field

If you want all numbers between a given 
number this is workable syntax:



The site field

Finding forecasts on energy prices using the numrange
field

“energy prices” 2010…2050



The site field

Finding forecasts on energy prices using the numrange
field



Keyword numrange:-20

The numrange field

If you want all numbers up to twenty, this is 
workable syntax: 

Or Keyword ..20



~Keyword 

Synonyms search

Finds the synonyms of the a given keyword: 



~Keyword 

Google suggetions

http://www.google.com/webhp?complete=1&hl=en



~Keyword 

News Search

nanotechnology  location:germany



~Keyword 

Specific country information

nanotechnology location:germany



Google Scholar
http://scholar.google.com/

~Keyword 

Google Books

http://books.google.com/books



~Keyword 

Google Scholar & Books

intitle:food author:milton



wheater paris, fr

Weather conditions search

Weather conditions and a four-day forecast for a particular U.S. location



uri, zernik, ca

Phonebook Search

US street address and phone number lookup



Phonebook Search

US street address and phone number lookup

last name, zip code 

last name, city, state 

first name (or first initial), last name, zip code 

first name (or first initial), last name, area code 



patent 5123123

Will bring you directly to the specific US patent.

The US Patent Number field



info:www.hoovers.com

The info field

The query info: will present some information 
that Google has about that web page.



The info field

Screen clipping taken: 20/11/2006, 08:41



Google Help Center - Advanced Operators 

http://www.google.com/help/operators.html

http://www.google.com/features.html

Google Web Search Features

http://www.googleguide.com/advanced_operators.html



Finding Googl’s search rules:

“google * syntax”



Google’s basic search rules   

Nesting (Brackets)

What does the following search imply, really?

“pan pizza" AND pepperoni OR ham AND olives

Search engines may get confused.

The use of parentheses (nesting) will clear things up:

”pan pizza" AND (pepperoni OR ham) AND olives



Google’s basic search rules   

”pan pizza" AND (pepperoni OR ham) AND olives

On the other hand:

(“pan pizza" AND pepperoni) OR (ham AND olives)

This means that you want a pizza with olives, but 
are uncertain whether you want pepperoni or ham 
on that pizza.

means that you have to choose between a 
pepperoni pan pizza and a dish based on ham 
and olives.



Google’s basic search rules   

Google want you to write the Boolean operators 
in CAPITAL letters. 

 

Other search engines will ignore the difference 
between upper and lower case.

 If you use capital letters you are on the safe 
side.

All of the strictness using brackets from 
algebra fall on the Boolean search



Google’s basic search rules   

The key words must not be written in 
capital letters

Spaces must be put between key words and 
between key words and Boolean operators



Locating extranets



Locating extranets

Locating extranets is not an easy task and it requires 
specialty, it can be done by the following methods :

3. Using guides for specialized search engines

2. Using data bases of extranet data bases existing     
on the net 

1. Using sophisticated search engines like Google



“specialized search engines”

“medical search engines”

“legal search engines"

“business search engines"

Locating extranets  

Google1. Using sophisticated search engines like 

Several generic formulas for locating extranet databases :



“people search engines”

“journals search engines”

"tradeshow database"

”company databases"

Locating extranets  

Google1. Using sophisticated search engines like 

Several generic formulas for locating extranet databases :



 “”company directory OR directories OR database"

"company profile directory OR directories OR 
database"

You can add any keyword to the above query (like 
biotechnology) 

Locating extranets  

Google1. Using sophisticated search engines like 

Several generic formulas for locating extranet databases :



”French corporates OR companies"

coffee ("trade leads" OR  b2b OR marketplace)

(asian OR asia )“importers database"

Several generic formulas for locating extranet databases :

Locating extranets  

Google1. Using sophisticated search engines like 



Locating extranets  

http://aip.completeplanet.com

http://infomine.ucr.edu

2. Using databases of Extranets available on the net

Query samples: companies, country, articles etc.

http://www.webpromotion.com/internets/



Locating extranets  

http://www.finderseeker.com/

http://www.incywincy.com

3. Using guides for specialized search engines

http://www.searchengineguide.com/searchengines.html

Query samples: companies, countries, articles etc.



Questions ?



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Market Size Information

KEYWORD(S)” + "demand for” "

"KEYWORD(S)" "potential market"

+ "size of"  market "KEYWORD(S)”

"market OR industry analysis" "KEYWORD(S)”

"global market" "KEYWORD(S)”

"market overview" “KEYWORD(S)”

KEYWORD(S)” + "demand for” "

"KEYWORD(S)  market"

"KEYWORD(S)  industry"



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Market Players Information

“KEYWORD(S)" (inurl:products OR inurl:product) (company OR corporate)

"players" "KEYWORD(S)"

"KEYWORD(S)" "our products OR technology"

"industry leaders" "KEYWORD(S)"

"KEYWORD(S)" "exhibitor list"

"KEYWORD(S)" "buyer's OR buyers guide OR guides"

"KEYWORD(S)" "company OR corporate profile"

"KEYWORD(S)" (product OR products) (inurl:catalog OR inurl:catalogue)

"KEYWORD(S)" (product OR products) (corporate OR company) "contact us"



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Distributors Information

"KEYWORD(S)" (distributors OR distributor)

"KEYWORD(S)" (representatives OR representative)

"KEYWORD(S)" (retailer OR retailers)

"KEYWORD(S)" (resellers OR reseller)

"KEYWORD(S)" (importer OR importers)

"KEYWORD(S)" (suppliers OR supplier)

"KEYWORD(S)" (dealers OR dealer)

"KEYWORD(S)" (wholesalers OR wholesaler OR wholesale OR seller)



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Pricing Information

"KEYWORD(S)" pricing"  

"KEYWORD(S)" "market price OR pricing"

"KEYWORD(S)" "pricing model"

"KEYWORD(S)" "pricing analysis OR information"

"KEYWORD(S)" "price list"

"KEYWORD(S)" price OR  prices"



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Research reports Information

"KEYWORD(S)" "white OR position paper"  

"KEYWORD(S)"  "business OR marketing plan"

technology assessment "KEYWORD(S)"

"market research" “KEYWORD(S)”

"KEYWORD(S)“ "analyst OR analysts OR research report or reports 

"table of contents" "KEYWORD(S)”

"executive summary" "KEYWORD(S)”



Generic search formulas to use in Google

New Products Information

"KEYWORD(S)" YEAR  "for immediate release"

"KEYWORD(S)" inurl:news "new product" (company OR corporate) YEAR

"KEYWORD(S)" new product inurl:press YEAR  

"KEYWORD(S)" (announced OR introduced OR developed OR introducing) "new product"



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Product / Technology applications Information

"KEYWORD(S) application OR applications"

"KEYWORD(S) solutions"

"KEYWORD(S) customers OR clients"

"KEYWORD(S) uses OR usage"

  "KEYWORD(S) product OR products"



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Forecast Information

 + “the future of” "KEYWORD(S)”

"KEYWORD(S)" "emerging technologies"

"KEYWORD(S)" "future technologies"

"KEYWORD(S)" "forthcoming technologies"

"next generation KEYWORD(S)"



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Benchmarking Information

"KEYWORD(S)" (benchmark OR benchmarking OR 
comparison) OR  (+ "review OR reviews on”)

  (considerations OR recommendations OR choosing OR 
buying) "KEYWORD(S”

"KEYWORD(S)" (criteria OR criterion OR evaluating OR 
selecting OR requirements OR factors)



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Market Needs Information

"KEYWORD(S) market OR industry needs" 

"unsolved problems" KEYWORD(S)

"special OR user OR future needs" KEYWORD(S)



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Information On Information

"KEYWORD(S)" (news OR headlines)

"KEYWORD(S) firms OR companies"

"KEYWORD(S) event OR  conference OR conferences OR meeting OR meetings"

"KEYWORD(S)" "journal article OR articles"

“KEYWORD(S) information sources"

allintitle:"KEYWORD(S)" marketplace

"KEYWORD(S)"  "industry statistics"

"KEYWORD(S)" (association OR associations)

"KEYWORD(S)" (homepage OR "home page")



Looking for a company we only know it’s name

: the company has a Web site Basic assumption

1. Using Googl’s “I’m feeling lucky” feature”



Generic search formulas to use in Google

Company Information

"KEYWORD(S)" "company directory OR directories OR database"

"KEYWORD(S) providers OR manufacturers OR producers OR vendors"

"COUNTRY firms OR companies OR corporates“ DOMAIN

"company profile directory OR directories OR database"



Questions ?



Methodology for locating information    
from the internet



Successful solution of 
the problem

A problem that 
requires a solution

Search 
Planning

The optimal order of actions in solving an information problem

Searching for the 
information using existing 
search tools & engines



Optimal planning of a search requires the searcher to 
perform the following:

1. Correct definition of the problem he/she is facing (problem 
definition)

2. Defining the required information for the problem solution 
(defining the information problem)

3. Defining the right question whose answer will retrieve the 
necessary information for solving the problem. (asking questions)

4. Choosing and locating the information source where the 
required information resides.

5. “Translating” the questions to appropriate (and correct) queries
in different query languages – In order to retrieve the necessary 
information



What actually happens for most users:

Setting objectives and 
targets to achieve

Defining the problems and obstacles which prevent 
reaching those goals

Defining the necessary information to solve the 
problem (Defining the questions)

Running the search queries (collecting data/information)

Defining and locating information sources which 
specialize in solving the problem

Constructing queries for search tools (Translating the questions
into query languages used by the information sources)

Defining action items which are required 
to accomplish the above goals

For most 
users, the 
searching 
process 
begins here

1

2

3

4

5

6

7



Most of the users don’t know:

Skipping the important stages in the process of solving the 
information problem happens for the following reasons:

What and how to ask - even one cent spent on seeking 
answers for the wrong questions is a waste of money.

How to define their problems

Where to find the answers (even when the right 
questions are asked).



Methodology for locating information on the internet

Define the problem

Define the information you need in order to solve the
, and defining the questions which must be problem

answered 

html documents Use a search engine with an extensive
index as much as possible, a search engine that has the 
capability of locating extranet and specialized 
databases.

that hold the Locate specialized information sources
needed information by yourself (extranet and web)



Methodology for locating information on the internet

Get to know the search rules inside each
search every/database , then specialized source

one of them for the answers to the questions 
defined earlier .

(Netscape) / favorites (Explorer)  Build bookmarks
with the URL’s of the specialized databases



Part C  Solving the problems which 
were assigned prior to the workshop.



Question 1

Find the current ratio and the ROA of at least 5 
leading software companies.



define:roa

Question 1 - Search queries for Google



Question 1 - Search results



”current ratio" software site:www.hoovers.com

Question 1 - Search queries for Google



Question 1 – selected search results for the query:
"current ratio" software site:www.hoovers.com



Question 1 - the current ratio of a software company



"return on assets" software site:www.hoovers.com

Question 1 - Search queries for Google



Question 1 – selected search results for the query:
"return on assets" software site:www.hoovers.com



Question 1 - the ROA of a software company



Question 2

Find the DSO norm (in days) for the semiconductor, 
Hardware, IT  Services, sectors.  



define:dso

Question 2 - Search queries for Google



(dso OR "days sales outstanding") it sector table

Question 2 - Search queries for Google



Question 2 – selected search results for the query:
(dso OR "days sales outstanding") it sector table



Question 2 – selected search results for the query:

(dso OR "days sales outstanding") it sector table



Question 3

Find the details of three technology parks in 
Tunisia (name, address, tel. etc.).



("industrial OR technology incubator" OR 
"technology OR industrial park") site:tn

Question 3 - Search queries for Google



Question 3 – selected search results for the query:
("industrial OR technology incubator" OR "technology 
OR industrial park") site:tn



Question 3 – selected search results for the query:
("industrial OR technology incubator" OR "technology 
OR industrial park") site:tn

http://www.universites.tn/tech_sfax/inter/composantes%20en%20ang.htm 



Question 3 – selected search results for the query:
("industrial OR technology incubator" OR "technology 
OR industrial park") site:tn

http://www.citet.nat.tn/english/transfer/



Question 3 – selected search results for the query:
("industrial OR technology incubator" OR "technology 
OR industrial park") site:tn



"technology transfer" site:tn

Question 3 - Search queries for Google

("industrial OR technology incubator" OR "technology 
park") (Tunisia OR tunis)



Question 4

Prepare a thorough review on the Lebanese
pharmaceutical market



(“lebanese" + OR "in lebanon ") "pharmaceutical market" reach 
(billion OR million)

Question 4 - Search queries for Google



Question 4 – selected search results for the query:

(“lebanese" + OR "in lebanon ") "pharmaceutical market" reach (billion OR million)



Question 4 – selected search results for the query:

(“lebanese" + OR "in lebanon ") "pharmaceutical market" reach (billion OR million)



Question 4 – selected search results for the query:

(“lebanese" + OR "in lebanon ") "pharmaceutical market" reach (billion OR million)



"lebanon OR lebanese pharmaceutical market OR 
industry"

Question 4 - Search queries for Google

(“lebanese" + OR  Lebanon) ("pharmaceutical market OR 
industry") (size OR million OR billion)

)(lebanon OR lebanese) pharmaceutical (industry OR 
market) "table of content"



Question 4 – selected search results for the query:

(lebanon OR lebanese) pharmaceutical (industry OR market) "table of content"

http://www.ahkmena.com/GAT_March/Tableofcontent.asp

Report in pdf format



Question 5

You need to evaluate a revolutionary invention in 
the nanotechnology field..  
As part of the process you are requested to consult 
on the subject with academic experts from Turkey.

Find at least 5 nanotechnology Turkish experts 
(name, e-mail address, and place of work).



"nanotechnology" (dr OR faculty OR department OR 
professor OR phd ) site:tr

Question 5 - Search queries for Google



Question 5 – selected search results for the query:

"nanotechnology" (dr OR faculty OR department OR professor OR phd ) site:tr



Question 5 – selected search results for the query:

"nanotechnology" (dr OR faculty OR department OR professor OR phd ) site:tr

http://kimyamuh.ankara.edu.tr/sayfa/english/gruplar/nano.htm



Question 5 – selected search results for the query:

"nanotechnology" (dr OR faculty OR department OR professor OR phd ) site:tr

www.che.hacettepe.edu.tr/staff.html



"faculty OR staff OR members" nanotechnology site:tr

Question 5 - Search queries for Google

nanotechnology (cv OR "curriculum vitae" OR resume 
OR ("research interest OR activities")) site:tr

nanotechnology" (dr OR faculty OR department OR 
professor OR phd) ("university * * (turkey OR 
turkish)"



Question 6

You have invented a new VOIP product. Find 
at least 10 ideal strategic partners profiles 
for your invention.



Question 6 - Searching for Strategic partners

Go to google and type:  

voip fact-sheet company site:www.hoovers.com



Question 6 - Searching for Strategic partners

voip company profile "business summary" "company websites" 
site:finance.yahoo.com



Questions ?



Part D  Practical session - using ready-made 
generic formulas and the JBEngine, for Business 
Intelligence Gathering



In this part of the workshop we will look 
at some of the tools and learn some of the 
methods necessary for acquiring the 
needed information.



The JBEngine’s concept & outputs



The JBEngine, enables us to search the Internet 
and the Extranet databases for specific 
information by using ready-made generic 
formulas



We want to find ready market research reports on a 
given subject (lasers) from one place and minimal search 
steps



Search results for the bi market in france



The JBEngine allows us to perform a 
search from a single place and in one 
step in several extranets which 
specialize in a specific subject



The JBEngine creates for us a list of queries 
with several combinations composed of synonyms 
of the concept that we are looking for. 

Thus, enabling us to run several queries which 
supply us with several answers for a given 
problem.

In spite of the fact that each query contains 
different keywords – the bottom line is that we 
get a uniform result describing (in this case) 
the nanotechnology market 



Even the most sophisticated search engine 
(existing today) do not include the necessary 
queries that allow to find the specific 
information-in the best case, they partially 
explain through the Help feature, the available 
search options.



Even if the person who searches for information 
is professional and sophisticated, and knows well 
the relevant key-words, he does not always 
remember all the possibilities, and even if he 
remembers – he will have to repeat his query 
several times, including the opening of windows 
and superfluous typing (18 times in our case).

The JBEngine saves a considerable amount of 
time, even to the sophisticated searcher.



Since the JBEngine searches for information in 
specialized sources, it is possible to conduct the 
search using 2-3 key words only, and sometimes 
even one key word.



Operating the JBEngine via the 
Internet

Type:    http://www.jbhelpme.com



This window will open:

Press here



Enter here user name and password

geneva
geneva



JBEngine Main Menu:

This window will open:



This version contains only part of the available formulas. The 
formulas are arranged in alphabetical order.



Select the desired formula, type keyword and start the search

This version contains only part of the available formulas. The 
formulas are arranged in alphabetical order.



In the present workshop we will use around 
40 generic formulas for searching the 
information needed for the partnering 
process. 

The results obtained by using JBEngine 
formulas, can always be refined online if we are 
not satisfied with them, i.e. in case we obtain 
too few or too many results.

Important note 



Available JBEngine utility formulas:
See: formulas_geneva.rtf



Status of the market:           
finding the available products and or 

technologies in the market



Using the formula: pictures finder

Searching for  pictures of new/existing products 
and or technologies

Searching for specialized information sources (sites, 
journals, books, reports) specializing in a given field. 

Main usage: market research

Searching for the owner/s of a given product or 
technology (market players)

Searching for product brochures, guides and 
catalogues



Checking the uniqueness / novelty of an 
idea/technology/product.

Main usage:

Using the formula: patents finder

One of the best information-sources for checking the 
Uniqueness / novelty of an idea or a product are patent-
databases.

The access to those databases is free of charge in most 
of the cases.



Using the formula: New Product Finder

Main usage:

helps us to find existing (competing) products and 
or technologies
Market players

Potential partners

By searching for companies press releases, new 
product announcements etc.



Using the formula: market players finder

Searching for the players/competitors in a given 
market. 

Main usage: market/product/technology research

Searching for existing products/technologies in a given 
market 

Searching for manufacturers/vendors/suppliers of a 
give product/technology 

Searching for  market share information 

Searching for the market positioning of a given 
product/technology



Using the formula: who makes it

Searching for manufacturers of products/technology 
from all over the world

Main usage: helps us to find out who does what in 
a specific field, using only one location and a 
minimum number of steps.



Using the formula: state of art finder

Searching for the current technological situation of a given 
product/technology

Main usage: helps us to measure the novelty/uniqueness of 
a given product/technology, i.e.:.

Searching for the producers or users of the same 
product/technology (competition)

Searching for  state of the art of a product/technology 
desired



Using the formula: reports finder

Searching for information available on technology, 
product or company that is available from various types 
of reports such as:

Main usage:

White Papers  Business plans

Due diligence Annual reports



Using the formula: Annual Reports Finder

Main usage:

Searching for inside information of public companies

Using the formula: News Finder

Searching for informative knowledge on product, 
technology or company, as it is available from 
newspapers and press releases, if the company is big 
enough / public.

Main usage:



Product/technology current and 
future applications



Using the formula: product tech applications finder

Helps us evaluate the commercial potential of a given 
product/technology

Main usage: helps us find the applications/usage of a 
given product/technology, i.e.:

Searching for  market players in a given product/technology

Searching for the current/future applications of a new 
product/technology

Searching for  potential clients/customers  for a given 
product/technology



Using the formula: future-technologies

Searching for  the potential market of a given 
product/technology

Main usage: market/product/technology research

Finding out what will be the future technologies in 
a given field.

Searching for the future needs of a given product / 
technology



Using the formula: swot analysis finder

Searching for  problems/limitations of a given 
product/technology

Main usage: helps us to evaluate the commercial potential and 
the technological feasibility of a given product/technology, by 
performing a SWOT analysis (Strength, Weakness, Opportunities, 
Threats of the product).

Searching for competitors’ entry barriers to a 
product/technology 

Searching for  the risks involved in investing in the evaluated 
technology/product.



Market Information (needs, size, 
structure, prices, players , etc.)



Using the formula: market size finder

Searching for  the market size of a given product or 
technology or service

Main usage: market/product/technology research

Searching for market research reports

Searching for the market structure of a given 
product/technology 



Using the formula: market research report finder

Searching for the market size of a given 
product/technology

Main usage: market/product/technology research

Searching for market research reports

Searching for the market structure of a given 
product/technology 



Using the formula: needs finder

Find the market need for a given product/technology

Main usage: helps us measure the market needs for 
a given product/technology and/or to evaluate its 
commercial potential.

Find unsolved problems in a given field/industry

And also to:

Using the formula: Distribution Channels Finder

Main usage: helps us find the distribution channels 
of a given product or technology



Using the formula: pricing-info-finder 

Main usage:                                       
pricing information of a product,technology, 
services, commodities etc.

Using the formula: Who is Your Competitor

Main usage: helps us find who are the main 
competitors of a given company in one step



Using the formula: company website finder

Reaching the web site of a given company, without 
previously knowing the site’s address (url), using a 
minimal number of steps, 

Main usage:

Finding names and web site addresses of companies 
active in a given field, without previously knowing 
their address .



By typing the name of the country, we obtain the 
analysis of the various branches of the industry.

Main usage:

Using the formula: Country industry profile finder

It allows us to locate the main actors in a given industry 
and in a given country.



By typing the name of the country, we obtain the 
names of the leading companies in that country, 
together with the breakdown in the various types of 
industry- (the complete information can be obtained 
against payment)

Main usage:

Using the formula: Country's Largest  Corporations Finder

Using the formula: Leading companies finder

Main usage:
By typing the name of a specific sector, we obtain the 
list of the sharks in that area.



Using the formula: Country Yellow & White Pages Finder

Searching for company directories (yellow pages and 
telephone directories – white pages)

There, we find easily a large number of companies 
that belong to a specific industry in a specific place.

:Main usage



Country Commercial Guide Finder

Country Profile Finder

Conferences and Exhibitions Finder

:Main usage

Searching for background information on a given 
country where the potential partner is active 

Searching for events where we can find potential 
partners, new products / technologies etc.



Additional useful formulas



Using the formula: information sources-finder

Main usage:

Finding information sources & Extranets specializing in a given 
field of activity (industry, technology or products), i.e.: 

Associations

Journal & Magazine Extranets

News Extranets

Experts

Conferences, trade shows, meetings

Companies acting in a given domain



Using the formula: Extranet Finder

Main usage:

Finding Extranets specializing in a specific filed, using:

Universal search engines  

Extranet databases    

Search engines, directories & Extranets

Slide Presentations Finder

Basic Information Finder



Using the formula: Managers finder

We type the name of the company whose 
managers we wish to find.

Please keep in mind that only large and public companies 
report the names of their managers, who can then be 
found quite easily.



Questions ?



Additional JB’s Workshops: 



For more details please contact:


